RESTAURANT
XENIAL KITCHEN MANAGEMENT

Everything Your
Kitchen Needs
to Run Itself

The kitchen is the heart of the restaurant. With Xenial Kitchen
Management your restaurant is “heart smart” pulling in omnichannel orders from anywhere and coordinating everyone in the
“good food” mission. How much more efficient would your

INTUITIVE
DIGITAL
DISPLAY

kitchen be with a visual display system that optimally coordinates
food preparation and tracks every order’s progress from beginning
to end regardless of how it’s ordered?
For a low, fixed monthly fee, Xenial Kitchen Management

KITCHEN
EFFICIENT

provides a state-of-the-art kitchen video system that even plays
nice with your existing printers, bump bars and keyboards.
Complete orders faster, seat more customers and rake in more
$$$ while increasing accuracy no matter how big the rush. Even
new employees get the guidance they need to complete tasks
flawlessly, so you’re never playing catch up.
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#KitchenManagement

Make your kitchen “crunch proof”
with everything it needs to be organized, accurate,
efficient and fast—at crunch time or any time.
Xenial Kitchen Management
Gives You The Power To:
•	Reduce training time and labor costs
•	Ensure order accuracy at high volumes
•	Reduce mistakes while minimizing supervision
•	Optimize kitchen operations for any volume
•	Give customers fast, accurate food service
at all times
•	Eliminate capital expenses and IT costs
•	Coordinate recipe management

Key Features:
•	Unique routing technology enables rules-based
order filtering for every station
•	Display configurations can be customized based
on volume and staffing levels
•	Color highlights and display animations call attention
to key details and alerts
•	On-the-fly recipe look up shows product descriptions
and instructions at the touch of a button
•	Flexible platform allows customizable integration
with video and print systems

Compatibility:

•	Bird’s eye view of kitchen operations keeps
managers in control even when they’re away

Runs on any Windows 7 (or higher) device, even your
old video training system.

•	Order ready screen keeps customers apprised of
order progress

Available for the following POS solutions:

•	No IT involvement required for system
set-up or configuration

•	Xenial Ordering
•	SICOM Encounter

•	XPIENT IRIS

•	Cloud-based data storage and management,
no IT servers required
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